
How do scientists’ initial conjectures about 
the entities and processes under their scrutiny 
influence the choice of variables, the structure 
of mature scientific theories, and methods of 
interpretation of those theories?

How do methods of data generation, statisti-
cal modeling, and analysis influence the con-
struction and appraisal of theories at multiple 
levels?

How does historical analysis of the develop-
ment of scientific theories illuminate the 
interplay between scientific methodology, 
theory building, and the interpretation of 
scientific theories?

This conference brings together prominent 
philosophers of science, biology, cognitive sci-
ence, causation, economics, and physics with 
philosophically minded scientists engaged in 
research into these interconnected methodo-
logical and ontological questions.

The conference is free; all are invited 
to attend. Registration is required. 

To register, and for information on 
travel and accommodation, contact 

Jean Miller at 
om2013@easychair.org

This conference is supported by the 
Department of Philosophy, the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts and Human Sci-
ences, and by the (Mayo-Chatfield) 

E.R.R.O.R. Fund. 

Ontology & Methodology
 Conference 2013

May 4th and 5th
Pamplin Hall Room 2030

Special invited SpeakerS
david danks

 “The Myriad influences of Goals on Ontology”

peter Godfrey-Smith
 “evolution and agency: a case Study in 

Ontology and Methodology”
kevin Hoover 

“The Ontological Status of Shocks and trends in 
Macroeconomics”

laura ruetsche
“Method, Metaphysics, and Quantum Theory”

James Woodward
“The problem of variable choice”

virGinia tecH SpeakerS
Benjamin Jantzen 

“The algebraic conception of natural kinds”
deborah Mayo & aris Spanos

 “Ontology & Methodology in Statistical Modeling”

lydia patton
“Theory assessment and Ontological argument”

cOntriButed paperS
erik angner 

“Behavioral vs. neoclassical economics: a Weberian analysis”

Hayley clatterbuck
“drift Beyond Wright-Fisher: The predictive inequivalency of drift Models”

koray karaca 
“The method of robustness analysis and the problem of data-selection at the atlaS experiment”

alexandre Marcellesi
“counterfactuals and ‘nonmanipulable’ properties: When bad methodology leads to bad metaphysics (and vice-versa)”

elay Shech
“phase transitions, Ontology and earman’s Sound principle”


